
Brockhampton Quilters Block of the Month 2014 Month 1 

The first block is called Diamond Ripples, designed by Lara Finlayson. 

The finished size is 12 inches square so your block should be 12 ½ inches square when you have 

sewn it all together. 

 

The block is made using a solid plain fabric and either one patterned fabric or lots of different 

patterned fabrics with the same tone ie light, medium or dark that contrast with your solid fabric.  I 

used just one fabric but the block looks good with mixed fabrics.  It can look modern or traditional 

depending on the fabric you choose. 

The pattern is made using half square triangles so for the 36 squares that make up the pattern you 

will need 18 solid squares and 18 patterned squares.  I cut mine 3 inches squares and trimmed 

down the sewn quares to 2 ½ inches or you could cut yours 2 7/8inches and try to be accurate! 

To make half square triangles, place a patterned square and a solid square right sides together.  

Draw a line from one corner diagonally across to the other corner on the solid fabric.  Now sew a ¼ 

inch seam either side of the drawn line.  This should be a scant ¼ inch especially if you started 

with 2 7/8 inch squares. 

          

You will need to do this 18 times (using all your squares) though I suggest you do a trial one to 

check your sizing.  Once I am happy, I chain piece mine which is quicker and saves on the thread. 

Now cut along the drawn line with your rotary cutter and ruler and you will have 2 half square 

triangle units.  I pressed my seams to the plain fabric as that was my darkest fabric. 

 

 



Now line up your square with the 45 degree angle on your ruler on the diagonal and trim your 

square so it is exactly 2 ½ inches square. 

       

 

Lay your squares out using the photo above until you are happy with your arrangement.  With right 

sides together, sew together in rows. 

You will need to press your seams in adjacent rows in opposite directions. 

Now with right sides together sew the rows together.  Press!  Your block should be 12 ½ inches 

square. 

 

You can see some blocks made in the same pattern here: 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/51272331@N00/6882688977/ 

And a completely scrappy version here: 

http://www.the-littlest-thistle.com/2013/01/supersize-diamond-ripples.html 

And a whole quilt made using this block in green and white: 

http://hoosiertoni.blogspot.co.uk/2014/02/diamond-ripples.html 


